INFORMATION SESSION

Wednesday, October 7th
6:00 – 8:00 PM
Hamerschlag Hall B131

We are actively hiring for full-time & intern positions. Stop by to learn what PayPal has to offer.

**Felipe Albertao – Software Engineer**

**Topic:** Working at PayPal as a technologist

**Description:** Informal talk about my personal experience at PayPal, what is like to work in the Product Development team, the cool technologies we develop and interesting challenges we face.

**Bio:** Felipe Albertao (SE ’05) is a software engineer at PayPal Credit in North Baltimore, member of the team building the next generation Credit user experiences in Node.js. Previous to PayPal, Felipe researched environmental computing at IBM in China, designed software distribution systems for Nokia in Silicon Valley, and created one of the first anti-virus for MSX computers in Brazil back in the 8-bit days.

**PJ Balin-Watkins - Manager, Credit Engineering**

**Topic:** Engineer to Manager: What I learned along the way.

**Bio:** PJ Balin-Watkins is an Engineering Manager in PayPal Credit, focusing on products for Brazil and Mexico. PJ is a long-time PayPalian, and has worked in Infrastructure, Tooling, and International Products groups at PayPal. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering from Stanford University.